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This work has not been submitted in or in for the award of any 

de!~re,e. It is my own work. Each contribution and this 

dissertation from the or of other has been and has 

been cited and referenced. 
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This paper the convergence and cusp of 
identities in contexts. It draws on a 
self and fictive personas within these constructs - as well as the 

inherent in and It is written in subservience and 
to the of the of Town's MA in Theatre and 

which is also documented and archived with 
of the research. 

The paper addresses notions of collective 
socia-economic and group 

.nc,n.",,, and a 
South 
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The K.W. Johnston and the for their nF'11F'r,no::rrv 

of Town Drama both and 

n<llt''''r' .... ''' and care. I have felt every moment 
of it. 

Moeneeb ua" .. "" for your technical thank you. Thank you. 

and direction in the Seminars 

Jade Bowers for that's not it..at al/ and 1, 3, 5, 7, 11 And 
for my friend and eyes. 

Allison Kabwe and Awelani 

And to my dear Thank you for your my endeavours. 

Annemarie and Bern: I love you, thank you for your spare room, 
hard-drive and open arms. I fell into them more than once. 

Dad: to agree to my hare-brained schemes and for 
me your I that even if all goes well and 

with this drama "lark", I'll 

Mums: "And so our mothers and more often than not 
handed on the creative the seed of the flower 

to see: or like a sealed letter could 
not 1990 pg. 

You have the green in our 
to make grow. Thank you for what in my 

life. I love you very much. 
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1 Introduction to the Public and Private 

1.1 But You used to be such a Little Girl! 

1.2 The Initial Construction of the Self 

1.3 Shut Your the Self and the Self as constructed 

1.4 The Fictive 

2 The RAI":nlmn1AI'II": 

2.1 the Self in a "man-made" Mirror 

2.2 Reflections 

2.3 The """"'<:1 .. 1-1 -What <:In""""" when I'm not "Me"? 

3 The ;:'OCIII;I-AnUl Sv,.::tAm of the Self 

3.1 The The Persona and the - the of Tacit 

3.2 To D.c,,,,,,.',,, a Face to Meet the Faces that We Meet 

3.3 as an and~olcici-Alntnro[)ol()q Endeavour 

3.4 Collective Identities 

3.5 Culture and Context 

4 The Latent Potential of the Performer When the Private 
Performance 

Public in 

4.1 The Vessel 

4.2 Practical Process 

5 Connotations and Associations - ' ....... lIfV I was 
rn""'''''Y'nn without 

5.1 Private goes Public: the overflow of the Soul when the Self isn't 

5.2 A Mess of a Human n<>r'r,nl",nn of Gender on the 

6 How the Informs our WAt"nlm 

6.1 Towards a Meitn()dCllo~IV of Work 

6.2 a - The "art" of between what is real and what is 
Real 

7 A of Work from Which to Work- is not it's strata-based 

7.1 Installation-Involved Performance Art 

7.2 It is Woman who to Absence 

8 Thesis Production 
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8.1 Prime Numbers Mathematic that add up to my 

Numb-ers used in 1, 3, 5, 7, 11 and Inrr,rmJnn Factors essential in a 
review of the Piece 

9 In Conclusion an down a river made of hot chocolate in a 
boiled-sweet boat. In the 

1 

1.1 CH2 OH - CH - OH - CH2 - OH+3R - C02 Na chemical .... v.""'v.;>",,...,. of 

1.2 Voice-Over 

1.3 List 

2 

that's not it. .at all 
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"Hell is 
other 

1 Eliot, T,S, 1978, The Cocktail Party. Orlando: Harcourt Brace and Company 

Hell is 
in it: 

the 

T.S. 
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The site of this ;"\1'",,,'lin,,tir,,, is located in the self. The self as 

and others. at the of Stellenbosch in 

and then an Honours I decided for 

enroll for a Masters at the of 

to 

has 

a role in my of the pro>pol~ed not 

because of the cerebral stimulation and motivation the academic 

of my very first class I 

and could become 

m:>I""on .. " of the institution ... but because on the very first 

realised that knew who I was. I had come as an unknown 'I:'H''"'''' .... 

whatever I wanted to be now that I was here. 

The idea of was I had entertained in my 

years: 1 went to one school from sub-A the age of to Grade 12 17) 

where there was little grace for the unformed construct of We decided who our peers 

were as we went became those Of my class of 80 

grew 

became 

persona 

With 

68 of them went to the Town. I knew I didn't want to go to 

or 1-'r.::·Tnr"" and 1 couldn't abide the of another stint in Natal 

and move to Stellenbosch where 1 leamt a new and 

hr.t'l.ro""_<:t'rl.r"'-- character I'd 

I enrolled for the Drama "" ...... ro,o I imbibed a 

adolescense conflicted with the "Torr",,,n,, • ., that defined my 

self-harm and mild rl"'nr~""",inn 

a occurred: I found that I onl,n",,'n theatre. And was r"'''''TI\.f''' 

at it. I thrived on the attention and success, and conformed to the construct my 

socialization I became and "studious". 1 became a "writer" and a 

,<:hllJr.,ril".J". I became . I became an actor. 

am these and 1 maintain the between 

and actualisation my nO\lIIledaE:!mlent of this I did this without 

rtnrr."",n CH2 OH CH OH CH2 - OH+3R - C02 Na chemical 

in 2008 and about me a "Performance 

Artist"; and I to "I wonder what my Mum would think about all this?" And I 

knew what her reaction would be. She would raise her ,:""""',.",.",, 

and then draw them into a line of and say 1 don't 

know you're your energy on all this nastiness. You used to be such a 

little " And then she would cry. 

a for oneself to which one would want to the most common 

is one's own in that construction. is soldered many 
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and and because shifts to the nr<,,,,t,o<>t 

no,n.""o in one's childhood as the matures the first sense of an anchored 

,nonT"", is often associated with one's name: the formation of the self is the child's first 

creative effort 1990: 1 name was the first word I was to and the 

first I was instructed to tell an adult should I find lost and far from home or my 

mother. It's still a used to function in and on an 

and surmises the connotations of my collective 

decisions. 

A name, n",."::,,.!or in and of itself does not immediate information its 

bearer. The person I am is not described my name, since it little information 

about my my name says about my In 

the connection between who I am and my name is a matter of convention and 

I am that name with Home with the 

me 

and others have 

Roos & Titlestad 1999: 

to use it when .",r,orronn to 

To locate the "self' within a certain frame of reference is to .... "r',.,"""t of a 

identification method. Most societies on fixed identities. We are 

often asked to prove that we are who we say we are. In many situations we 

of such as student driver's licenses or ID documents. Such documents 

connect the 'In,onTI'" we claim for ourselves to a characteristics 

allocated a and to a name; and then to a 

code or 

power within 

number so as to 

In certain res:pects 

have to be 

observed in the tjOICIOI!OQllcal 

her or his own Knc)wl,edcle 

order on the mass of individuals that constitute a 

is connected to control and to the exercise of 

Roos and Titlestad 1999:11). 

appearances rfl,.nn,,,, 

Goffman: the associated actor is 

and roles. 

as first 

or without 

To offer us 

of "themselves" as 

naked before our eyes. The theoretical attention 

or 

to these bodies seen 

on a of that testifies to a awareness of the 

way bodies are involved in 

the way these bodies are seen are the 

Freud 

the 

2008: 

that our "'v,""'.·''''r' .... ''' 

He claims that the 

that the basis of the 

ckrlOVvle(jQE~m(2!nt of bodies on and of 

of culture rather than natural 

circumscribed and derived from 

map or of the surface of the 

that it is coextensive with the whole 

9 
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of its This idea of up the as its was later who 

uses the between tactile and kinaesthetic information 

in bits and and visual 

as an ideal or mirror for the to of an 

alienated ego. What these two theorists and their theories have in common is that in 

as Elizabeth Grosz remarks: 'the ego forms itself around a 

mastered 

1995: 

nr".,..i<:,<>h, the Cartesian 

of a totalized and 

has inherited' modern nnilln.:nn,n 

said individuals would like to --' .... 'on ... " n."".<>to,," outside of the 

accumulated facts that constitute their 

that around "character" and inform the 

an elected use of letter first utilized 

of ' .... "," .. ,'" affects the interactions which make up our life 

this 

and 

A sense 

who I am 

is not a matter of who I was when I was born (if this were so I would still be an infant in 

St. South my the home in which I grew up, 

my education and the I have had all contribute to my now. "Character" -

nt<>rrlr'r1 the assumed role one on an as well as the of 

features and traits that form the individual nature of a 1980: 1 

cannot be constant. Character to circumstance and we cannot 

refer to character without into account the context in which we see a 

individual "act". As name appears to be when rn"t::>I,n,n 

that our of that state of fails 

us: we cannot name, cannot contain what it is that we are. There is a disconnect between the 

person, the persona and the that loss of a 

deliberate for constructs which 

leads to a 'romantic rebellion and individual 

is obsessed the to act as a function of "the " obsessed the to 

exhibit himself in order to be able to be' 2000: 7, 

The mouth is for much of our it is the' ... moist hole at the centre 

of our faces' 2004: that and sustains us with food and cn,o<>,'n_ 

based communication. An erogenous zone of the the mouth draws with the 

in form and function and in these similarities one could even say that the two are 

in terms of the inherent in certain connotations their 

n<>",..",,,,jO,n construct. Because of the inhibitions of female verbal articulation in a 

that which is released breath from the emotive to the word 

10 
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GOmes "Mer direct scrutiny : aM. ~s SlXh, ca n be used to trap tho pmormer/i r< tiator into 

",,~ Iytic digresslOf1 from the initiill oxpres,.on 

A,chl .. 1 Photo.,-. "" ',om Bo"'" 111 _. liv. Art p;'co "omml" ",_ by lou,.., . Joub. rt to< hi • 
.lbOic. lion .. "'bitlo" . t S. lon ., G.,;.'Y, C ... Town, S .... mbo< 20M 

My sen,", 01 having too much to say - of being guilty cf fee ling or being too moch - was ~n 

immediate reactiQr1 to my upbrir>ging aM world ",ew: ""d Its from this pc>nt that I beg"" to 

work creatively tow,.-ds the idca d: the body as a 'po rtill' for thi s expression - as oppos~d to 

the written word (Blocker 2004; 30), 

As L&eaq ~xhorts, ' th~ bOOy knows thit"Jgs about which tro; miM is igr-.oranl' (Ca l ary 2001:4) 

The body beCO!T\€S a pc>nt d: (1It~r<>l) contact between the m&mbran~s d: the everyday (an 

~~"u"'cd "unpHrlormed" "p<>cc) thc pc,form~tiYe every~ay (where expecte~ r",e-play IS 

elICited 10 JYo<d social bl unders) and tn., perlormar>occ (where a recocjnlSed relationship IS 

formed tJ;,tween spectator <>r)(1 ""'tor in a mutual aM willincj agreement), 

1.4 The Fictjve Pe,sonal"ty 

Contemporary pcrsorlal lty theorist' hm.'" ¥gued that mcaningfu l life narratives pro;ide " 

Sf,r"e of unily Jrld PLJrpose 10 subjecTs lives lis MocMJmS 11988). d'Jwing LJPon E'iksQr1's 

carlOr.ca l work on idenlily dHY,,"Opmenl, "rSI propos..:1, iryJiloidLJals fashion a 'lifc-story' that 

GC<1,"SI' or ¥chetypill cNlr""'te<s, ongoing ideoiocjic,,1 ~ssLJm pt l ons about thc fairness and 

sect.rily of Iheir sU"O<JrYJings . sigri ficart ,,,f-ddinlncj episodcs, ""d expcd"tions "bout the 

O<Jlcomc or lh" story's chapters and of the story as " who'e, Eoch d: thcsc wmponen13 

contrit>ut~s to a coolP"" and ~"oI"ing an,w"r in n''''~liv'' rorm 10 Ih" q,,,,stlon or '\lVho am I?' 
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and 'Who I become?' 

structures like 

and Zittel 2000: 

motivational 

In this sense, narrative 

characters 

a role in self-definition and ,n""nnl'\I formation. 

We are to external factors but not exclusive free 

and current social social 

educational 

as it is ... and our environment. 'We can never see 

act of is an a process of to what we see' (Hc)IIOIW8 

Roos and Titlestad 1999: 1 As a female. As a South African. As a 

South African. As an elitist member of the stark to have access to 

education. As a child of a tw()-o,anmt home and an adult with 

who hold conservative world As the sister to a n<::"l"hnln,ni 

who are still married 

and a dead sister 

who I never knew. As Joan As all of these facets and their 

associated fabrications. There is no end to the construction that informs and deforms me. And 

it is not without that I write these binaries down - in an age of intentioned 

and historical tolerance it seems almost inconsiderate to claim certain for 

to exclude others. But if I don't to and if I'm 

not a 

who and 

South 

can I claim to be? 

in Townian - then what and how and 

12 
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Between chores -

",,",'<>ro;nn letters 

or between poems, 

to the mirror 

to see if I'm there. 

2 Levertov. D. 1970. Searching for Words. New York: New Directions 

Denise 

13 
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The Fictive in which 'characters from fiction or 

mass-media become the mirror that reflects . Fictive mirrors 

offer in which the self can "see" often 

itself. 'A fictive mirror almost results from the fear that without a sublime the 

person will have no reflection at all' 1990: 1 

Ann Hamilton's installation (1 was constructed at the List Visual Arts Centre at MIT. 

As of the installation the viewer moved the work on a floor covered in steel so 

that her or his presence resonated the space. On the one side of the room over 

thousand books on were stacked in rows, between which were 

horizontal bodies made of muslin and stuffed with sawdust. In the centre of the 

work a sat at a table mirrors from a on the and one one 

rubbed off their mirrored At the end of the room one encountered a video of 

Hamilton's mouth filled with small stones to 

like the is the tomes in which the mind stores 

its buried of the vertical climb of 

As She her Mouth 

Mahali on 

humiliates the 

(a theatre 

of her 

references this dilemma. As well as 

from which it emanates' 

of Town Masters 

issues of cross-continental loss of 

Alude 

and 

culture - and its reconstruction memory - there was a moment in 

the where Mahali her mouth open and her 

flattened her bottom teeth and announced that she was unable 

to 

for some sort of or 

not formulate in a way that others could understand. And 

and as the audience was from the 

bars and a DalC110CKE~a 

There are between the attributes that Elaine (1 

and those often ascribed to the feminine: both and women are 

and 2004: Neither nor woman has a 

to communicate and/or express. 

It is rather f'n'''I'Irr,nnnl", to think of women's art as 

Her 

could 

ascribes to 

with which 

a more 

and of men's no,1'nrrn", art as the narcissism of 

reflection. Lea wrote in 1974 first edition of Art and Performance: the 

14 
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as 

because 

that because 

could not 

could not surmount the of 

to universal or 

were more often seen as 

these 

Our is 

events have no 

and intransitive' 

if not nor",n."" 

1974: 

to the belief that the self is 

women's 

What is the jf not 

is and 

can be or become "'n'IJTn,n 

because all is fraudulent and everyone is an What we are is the 

transformation of the individual and the fictions infused into both. Fictive 

is the n""., .... h,nir'n\l of our time. Fictive social relations dominate our culture 

1990: 

In science-fiction novel and The Martian Chronicles (1 an old 

son is dead and buried - but appears to not after their 

process. When his doubt his ask 

,",""CIJI me!' When the is forced to appear in When a 

local is found to be it is discovered that the is 

now the little She was 'Tom" when the old desire her so; now she has 

an to another's desire. the whole town pursues the 

Each desire and dream poses a new on the Martian until 'the swift 

to them all all persons, all names, an reflected from ten 

thousand ten thousand eyes, dream' 

The n",~,"""",o no'''nl· .... "1<' .... events as the realm of 

the "real" or more real/not-real can function the 

centuries-old tradition that events of social consequence. Aristotle's notion of 

theatre as the imitation of an action does little to prepare for an 

encounter with Ron crown of or Kira into herself with a 

much less for the invitation to SDI3ctato to make their own cuts in her flesh. 

John Edward McGrath writes in response to Ron work: 

The theatre with its insides and outsides is left on the side. The the 

between inside and becomes the In this 

that a theatricalization of the space of without 

death 

I would 

disallows an 

the line. 

of death which creates its space as over 

1995: 

15 
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Adverse reaction to my scenes of 

CH OH - CH2 - OH+3R - C02 Na 

members to from the 

space. The use of the 

my arms open whilst 

chemical vU'''/J'IJ''''uu, 

a bath in CH2 OH

led some audience 

or even remove themselves from the 

in is an old one not exclusive to 

any culture or and the desensitization of observers with to the exposure of 

the self has infiltrated mainstream consciousness. It may well be the case that we 

blink once, if at when we witness modification on 

in "life", whereas we blink hard and look away when the same act or is 

,,:"",on'ton to us within the frame of art. It is this of art which makes the 

we see often so difficult to bear because the frame both and demands a 

it is for this reason that an in a can be both difficult and in ways 

that are absent when we encounter the same in a newspaper. Content means 

to us without context. 

The audience member is confronted with the of ethics when 

what constitutes n""Tnrm:::l It is their continued attendance that elicits the 

definition in the first and what is "watchable" in 

And states of mind posses, for some, an 

we each exist <>UlJlt::lAI relate to and with 

of the this is inaccessible therefore 

to others. The arts of the in a more technical sense, are 

related to and Surrealism in their elevation of interior 

states to an exterior manifestation. Even if we were not aware of the 

and we deconstruction within 

should be able to sense the opaque nature of constructed theatre the presence of the 

"real" and "unreal" - and this a constant attraction and 

the work 1994: 

Whilst binaries of "lies" and "truth" are no ones which we have any 

critical and cultural faith the very nature of the nevertheless 

continues to make sense. The wheel allows us to travel faster and further than the 

without 'true' to the essence of 2007: It is an imitative lie that tells 

the truth of movement. In a similar way 'text for lie that seeks to the 

gap between the "as if' of constructed and the "is now" of reconstruction 

2007: functions around the "I" on 

the page and the "I" on the one is a paper construct, the other is and neither 

can be r0I'1I<>rr1<>" as true. 

It is with this in mind that I created a series of "machines" for 1, 3, 5, 7, 11 9) - my thesis 

that allude to an extension of the self. Some of these include a 

machine (a water-fountain made from cracked a SDi3CEHIlme continuum machine (a 

cabinet filled with found a dream machine Ian Sommerville in 

16 
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it is a 

conservative 

stnDOC)SCOPIIC flicker device that 

machine (a of Icarus 

visual and a 

to Ancient Greek the was a nine-headed who was so 

even "her" breath could kill you. The monster would grow two 

heads in the of one, should you to cut a head but the weakness of the 

unknown to her was that one of her heads was immortal 

1992: 471). 

In conversation wondered: 

and what was it I did when I acted? Was I, in Could I 

all the and was my in the theatre the surface of that? Was my 

theatre a confession of my constant state of my life as an act? .. Now 

there was the new space between the timeless me in the self 

as and the real-time self in the world mortal the self as 

The became a about theatrical transcendence 

admitted 

seminal series of 

npl'Tnr'm~'n were not 

form of nr~ .. _""rlTl 

2004: 118 11 

at least his work in front of his audience the 

He made numerous references to the fact that the words he 

the 

because of its 

as a 

makes it 

the extent to which this is a reliable fabrication or not. 

was a theatre of 

stories that had hitherto seemed too ITIr,:>nr'p to be told to 

of 

In my work there has been a deliberate dislocation between the constructions of 

within "real" time and the to of the 

and sensory of the self and of these two states is a 

common ailment outside of the "modernist" matrix and cannot, 

merit my dilemma as watched. Instead of in the I chose to 

nn"ITI,.,n around the "how": the three "containers" used for the purposes of 

the axis of the "self' is 

OH+3R - C02 - Na 

and the . Deliberate from 

and CH2 OH - CH - OH - CH2 

chemical COrnDI)sii:ion the use of video .... C,.,,,,>I'TI 

or 

2007: does more than artists with the to make themselves 

to be seen SpE:lctatclrs; it allows them to see themselves in the process of 

17 
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~cen Lacan dcscnbe<J a ~tato whcre<n 'the ,isible me is determoned by the look tMt is 

outSido me ' (Lacan '911 ~9i A quostloninQ of self through sells const rL>Otion the self " s 

subject does not, we se~. amount to tM s~lf as given. Autop",foTmative id<Jnlity I~ under 

constant r.hallenge frorn s~l","live rn ernory m'<J "n o&cilla!>on I",lw~en sei f-ml"'Jrl ng, s~lf

questlonir>g and self-Inventing - and there are distlnchons between the terms "identity", 

~=on " , "self' ""d "autobio<Jr""Jh{ The:;e forms d~ny "truthful' COmmlJr1lcatton preasely 

because the" method~ ,.-e so imetel y artificial Barthes writes eboll! this as the self who 

writes, the self ,;t,o WeS and the self Mlo is' (Berthes 1977; 56). liKewise. Peter Br<X>k 

asserts thet 'in everyday life ' if is a fiction In everyday I fe 'if i. "" evasion, in the theetre 

"If is the truth ' (Brook 1968: 157i 
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The "facts" in the traditional 
the bones of our nc'rcr,n<> 

can be likened to 

A.R. 

Bruhn, A.R. 1995. Ideographic aspects of injury memories: Applying contextual theory to the comprehensive early 

memory scoring system - revised. Journal of Personality Assessment. 65:195 236 

19 
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per-son n] 

• A human 

inanimate 

In terms of 

and behavioral 

rational 

• The 

A 

per-so-na 

A person 

The mask or 

of to an 

an individual with reference to his or her social 

as conditioned his or her culture rnnl"lI"1ln a 

human 

role or 

and the in its external 0"'1.""'_'. 

made the self or others. 

or 

of 

to the demands of a situation or the 

environment and not ror\",,,,or.ti of the the 

first cited in the works of C. G. 

...."""<:I".t" of a 

The visible of one's character as it others 

A person as an embodiment of a collection of 

Oxford 

The "Person", "Persona", containers serve as rec:eoitaci and indicators as to 

my current status. The should not aim to reflect one state in 

as much as our lives are in unrest so the no,'t'VlrYI 

that which we to be nOI""OI"",'" "real" and that which is 

often refer to the "real" ideal as "in the moment" or "on" when 

oscillates between 

not. Actors 

and 

character or ,"'~n"'''' to and for their audience. This could also be seen 

,,.." ...... ," with the observed to have 

moment of emotion. 

of o"~'n'r'''' life ov"or,on .... ,n a 

Our ourselves from others must be "' .... I'nn' .. 'I"rl those very 

and maintained same "others". Therefore our which is 

rests on our mj:'ml~Ar",hiln in a group and on our to locate 

20 
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ourselves within a 

Inn,pnpn,np'1rlV of its 

of relations. No one can construct her/his 

otherness and 

this 

are for 1996: 

others. individual must assume that her/his 

everyone and that 

('I am for You the You that you 

There are two main motives that govern One is instrumental: we want to 

influence others and rewards. There are three instrumental The first is 

, when we to be so that others will like 

us. The second is 'Intimidation', which is anger to others to hear 

and us. The third is , when we to be vulnerable and so 

to to the and active response 1980: 

",,,.on,,",,,,,,. of that's not it. .. at all could be seen to engage the 

the device of constructed to maneuver the desired interaction. 

I-InIA/O""'1" ret;leated exposure to numbs the observer 

and the transition is made from the without the 

members at the ,->UUI..I'vl 

their trust has been broken. It is for this reason that audience 

Museum could walk away from Marina Abramovi6's seven-hour 

"""et",'",,>"r'c of of Thomas a star into 

her stomach with a and have a meal or a cup of coffee and resume 

nn'",Pf"In,n her self-inflicted ordeal at their convenience. It is not "real" to them on a 

immediate level. This would seem to contradict my earlier statement 

newspapers and and how "art" can, affect 

. In actual these two statements 

I"",,'"'I",n the chasm 

more than 

each other and 

on a tenuous of constructed and "realities" in order to be 

IQeste,d. An of this would be Guillermo G6mez-Pena's 1994 of The 

Cruci-Fiction where the artist and a were on wooden crosses, with 

a crowd of three hundred witnesses and audience members. were 

handed onlookers to free the from their G6mez-

Pena had eXI)ec:ted to be released within the hour. Over three hours later which time 

G6mez-Pena's shoulder had become dislocated and he had lost 

were released a small group of observers. As G6mez-Pena recovered and 

consciousness he heard 'Let them die' 

Pena 2000: The of the actor-audience nl"om .. ",,,, that 

the actor is in control of the this is where the 

the decision is made when 

we would be remiss to walk 

theatre to live art: in a 

and the action for fear of the actor's life. 

Because we know our we our seat and should she or he die in the process ... it's 

an unfortunate of our involvement. 
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The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock 

... There will be time, there will be time 

To prepare a face to meet the faces that you meet; 

There will be time to murder and create, 

And time for all the works and days of hands 

That lift and drop a question on your plate; 

Time for you and time for me, 

And time yet for a hundred indecisions, 

And for a hundred visions and revisions, 

Before the taking of a toast and tea." 

(Eliot 2005: 1 0) emphasis not in the original 

The second motive of is We construct an of ourselves to 

claim and ourselves in a manner that is consistent with that 

If we feel like this is we exhibit reactance. We to assert 

our freedom those who would seek to curtail our <:''''lit_n,r''''~'''rlt~I'lnn 

followed to establish a certain 

between defensive and assertive Whereas defensive 

the main distinction is 

include behaviors 

like avoidance of situations or means of assertive 

refer to more active like the verbal idealization of the the use of status """""n.<> 

or similar 1980: 1 

In all of my I have reached a emotional state 

results in a into tears. The Latin root of the word "emotion" stems from emovere, an 

active verb of movere and e It of a force. Emotion 

is then about a the from one or one state to from what 

we feel to what we see and from what we see to what we feel. The word "feel" is an 

that is both emotional and and as 

affect our emotions. Because emotion is of the heart and of the mind and of the 

is as as n~'~<:'I\,"::' hatred or love: it has to elicit some form of 

active 

surmises: 

To witness the moment when causes a reversion to the nn,,_,,;on.,. 

and groans is to witness the destruction of but I'nln",uC!ol" 

when a person moves up out of that and nr'~.o".", the facts of sentience 
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into ""'''Dr'n is almost to have been 

itself. 

to be "r"'COlnT at the birth of 

1985: 6) 

The clear use of a combination of defensive stn3teqie:s and my work 

with the of a other' 1980: 1 This allows the 

to relate to my as may assume an authoritative or an 

assurance of as feel an for one or the other. It in 

the of the self that encourages and of my 

the an of ridicule or remorse within the of 

I have to encourage the SDlsctatc)r not to with my situation 

and build relational trust with me as the but to examine me as the 

within and without this relational 

Goffman sawall forms of social interaction as to be viewed in 

<:n:~n,,'n at all times one's environment and 

constructed and modified to others with nr"",",nnl" of a and 

coherent "self' For Goffman this is consistent with the desired 

this reason that Goffman makes the use that he does of a 

of the actor, and it is for 

to his 

was outside of the theatre. In this sense, Goffman is an 

of the in life. His focus is on circumstances in 

which our combined efforts to create and sustain creditable selves are 

when go unnoticed and unremarked. ':::;ocle1tv is 

that any individual who possesses certain social characteristics has a moral 

on the 

to 

that others will value and treat him in an 

Goffman the extreme of and common 

definitions of situations within any so as to lend the interaction In 

the involved may be audience members and 

that benefit their "r",,1i1.,iIl1'" 

and cumulative social 

",r",forron definition. Goffman 

and encourage the various means, to their 

nw'I"'I'I""""'" that when the ac(:eotea definition of the situation 

has been some or all of the actors may of 

find th is ctr<:>to.""\1 to themselves or wish to their co-actors and 

For nro·"",nr",/"I the notion of my words" in and 

couldn't remember 'what it was I was to say to make you feel more 

comfortable' in that's not it ... at all the audience members this device as a 

means of the constructed in relief to its "theatrical" context. 

not to infer my foolishness in l_nlr"'I'.<lr::ltOr,n to the 

assisted me 

but rather 
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the in Avr\lnr,n how 

this rnrlrQ,nt 

of an inversion of Goffman's 

nQ,'m",<>r<>rI our conditioned sense of Goffman insists that this of 

or 

occurs on every level of social of 

these acts whether we are aware of so or not. In this 

the .. :>r"Q'''Qr,r<>I',nn of nrr,_n1IT<>,'<>n in a format that invites <>m,n<>'tl'"l" 

and faith from audience members one needs to subscribe to the 

unsure as to whether this reveals or obscures the nArTnr,m 

extension of this would lead the audience member to 

.n<"nn", r"n.,.",,.,\1 shifts and itself with any number of variables: but the characters 

one tend to remain stable. in the roles for 

circumstances reflect the fractures in our 

Studies have evolved and grown central to current discourse. 

focussed 

the 1970s (a time noted in on the individual dominated work 

modern feminist saturated in new forms of female 

themselves with the formation of the "me", 

the ways in which interactions mould an individual's sense of self. But 

research of the last few decades proves antithetical to traditional concerns; a shift 

fuelled three trends: 

1. Social and nationalist movements of the three decades have shifted 

attention to issues of group agency and action. As a 

studies have been relocated to the site of the with 

and class the foundation of this 

discursive field K.A and H.L. Jnr. 1995: in 

to that which constitutes collective and the 

that result from collective definitions. 

2. Intellectual concerns with agency and self-direction have the 

of identification processes. At the level of the COllec:tlVla, scholars are 

the mechanics which distinctions are rr<>,<>r,,'rI maintained and 

3. New communication have freed interaction from the 

of co-presence; these have 

the array of others to the construction of the self. 

Several research foci emerge from this n,::I\,o",nnnor.T· the substance of "I", 

"me" and the other in a milieu void of the establishment of 
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"communities of the mind", and the 

identities. 

~".~"r'n of ('n .• nY,:>",., and 

Collective is a in classic constructs: Durkheim's 

"collective conscience", Marx's "class consciousness", Weber's "Verstehen" and Tonnie's 

"Gemeinschaft" 1997: So the notion addresses the 'we-ness' of a group, 

the similarities of shared attributes around which group members coalesce 

K.A.1997: 

Social constructionism informs much of the work on Such studies 

essentialist dichotomies of and dismiss notions of 

as an interactional 

roots. 

Construction ists 

From this stance, 

researchers also definitions of and to the 

",,"nnnl'" and norms that initiate and sustain either/or classifications. While such studies reflect 

numerous intellectual all are concerned with the ways in which socialization 

and and behavioural data individuals use to form a 

constructionism rests with works that 

n""·_",,,.y link. Researchers dissect the differences in male and female 

in 

scholars expose the social 

transform such differences into social "facts". In so 

the of 

that 

this literature demonstrates the 

revisited in this paper under the construction of 

constructionists 

do not the effects of that 

defined maleness and femaleness """'110"01., constrict human behaviour. definitions 

of action and eXloe(;taltion 

Socio-historical work on narrative and chart the ways in which 

create, and dismantle the identities of 

allies and enemies. Benedict Anderson (1991) national as a 

construct one both and to'"nn,,",Y<:I 

broader social forces. He documents 

which cultural and social factors convene in a 

collective of the national self. D. Smith (1991) 

both enabled and 

times 

a middle-

nnr'n<>l-h to national social constructionism to more essentialist views. 

He defines national as a of both "natural" and conscious 
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conscious 

as 

Natural emerges from a 

is achieved via 

with a social n<;:"rnn, 

work. In Smith's this 

ethnic 

combination 

it the most fundamental and inclusive of collective identities. 

on from the and foundation of "'''''Tln<llrr,m 

deconstructs established 

and 

Smith 

national 

rhetoric in an effort to the full range of . Works in this tradition call into '1Ut",."u, 

models that discourse with expose the ways in which discourse nh,ia"'hfi,," 

as truth both forms and sustains collective 

power. In the interest of further not 

noted in this school of include Jean 

Foucault and Jean-Francois 

Culture is a collective process of 
we behold a or we do 
minds that is in tune with our way of 
the world around us is 

",rn,,,,nr<: and heirarchies of 

for the format of this 

Michel 

Harmsen. L & Rosier. A 2006: 1 

nUUI-I'""u culture creates a commitment in attitude and behaviour to ethics and morals 

the r1i~n::II'::Ininn discourse the connotations of these which has 

a direct influence on individual 

The economic and historical mr:;osltlon and climate of a is cardinal in 

the formulation of its creative manifestation. The of this endeavour is 

to the collective or communal of culture within a 

culture is a SOlcletv-IJellerlOa tradition-based and ritual and reflection 

canon Harmsen and Rosier 2006: 11). When 

communities like South Africa in of 

or "niceties" that informs our 

culture in 

A 

the as of the 

outside of the inhibitions and excuses of a 

there's an alluded 

of "V,,, •. "'''', culture 

to social 

its counter 

the artistic reflection of that 

arts and the mediated membrane of 

would be a commissioned for the 

which took in 
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2009. The work was located in Fountains in Town and was created in 

response to the notion of "exile" nr"" .... "t",t, the "'v,nrQ,,,,,,,nn of loss the 

manifestation of memory in our accumulated 

Michael Manzole and addressed of 

banishment and as exacted on social and 

ethnic groups in South Africa since the first recorded cultural 

differences the Khoi from the San. Our National is of a 

cobbled and of influences not 

one of us can claim to have the that there is 

a "there" and infers movement or flux between the two states of 

in search of more ",,..,-nrnm,nn 

anchor themselves and their 

their assimilated pVI..,pr'jprl1',p,<:: 

Humans are nomadic nature and are 

and when leave all that 

in a new location is their memory and nor't'Of,t, 

The material nr""",:>m memories is their 

have to 

of the 

almost associated some 

of 

within human ov,n""',,,,r,,",,, A memory 

differs from a dream in that it infers a a cerebral relocation of an event. One 

can share the evocation of a memory but it is to share a memory: no 

two will share the exact same even in identical circumstances and 

therein lies the 

audience members. 

for an additional state of for both "",rm,Of'" and 

the generous n."rrn",",,",'lnn of the company we were able to use Jazzart 

Dance Alfred to evoke the dislocation and 

loss of 

seekers and 

at the 

The nn,,,_n,nn 

those we had met in our orchestrated orientation with 

as well as disenfranchised South over the 

search for ,ncnt,l'\I is in my on the of 

cultural and because of cultural nomadism and and transcendental 

theatre makers and audience members alike create for themselves a n<ll',..n".,,.. .. ,,,, 

rnn.n<:,,'n of tr<l,nmcnltcn facets accumulated various stimuli. 

A recent collaboration of <ltt,pmnt".t1 to address this 

a deconstruction of Lewis Carroll's celebrated novel in 11V",nri,or/<>nri 

the 

literature, It was 

of the non-linear female construction in 

the works of Carl and Pieter Handke, 

One even say that the absence of the 'real' is the motive for culture and for the 

resistance to culture's norms. This motive is in Western 
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as the darkness of Plato's cave, 8t 

discontent or Lacan's unconscious 

At the same 

Universe is 

the word 

2003: 

fear in Hnlnn<"" Freud's civilized 

the causes of 

the space a and so the 

and therefore merits its own collective noun and 
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"Public lives are lived out on the and in the 

certain and social customs 

where 

most of us 

in line. Private lives are lived out in the presence of 

and who must be considered and even 

the rules and are looser than what's allowed in 

But in our secret inside our own almost goes." 

Robert 

Fulghum, R. 1993. Maybe (Maybe Not): Second Thoughts from a Secret Life. Random House: Toronto 
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La Cruche 

Cruche d'abord est vide et Ie plus tot possible vide encore, 

Cruche vide et sonore, 

Cruche d'abord est vide et s'emplit en chantan!. 

De si peu haul que I'eau s'y precipite, cruche d'abord est vide el s'emplil en chanlan!. 

[Jug at first is empty and as soon as possible empties again. 

The empty jug is sonorous, 

Jug at first is empty and fills itself while singing, 

However small the height from which water throws itself into it, jug at first is empty and fills itself while 
singing.] 

Francis Ponge 

(Schwenger 2006: 35) 

We all make use of fictions. 'Our first fictions are fantasies about our our the 

other humans in the and 1990: 151). All of these 

fictions leave a for every person will come to posses her or his own 

constellation of fictions with their Each individual of fictions or 

Seen in this fantasies offers imitation or 

fictions are an essential element in the process of are fundamental 

to nr""",,'o a necessary arena for on' identities and out' 

relations to others 1990: 151). 

Some of these so-called fictions are no'r .... ""'''''." as while others are "bad". "Good" 

fictions are 

and "illusions" are the terms 

of 

which we characterise fictions that hinder or stunt and 

tend to "Good fictions" are called because 

prepare us for for and inventiveness PO:5S1101e 

"Bad fictions" are termed "neurotic" or even lead to 

or make loss inevitable and block 

denial 

The basic 

"::'''''lInr,,,, in the np'''''''''''UTI<>lnI of no,r<::",n;::, revolve around the issue of boundaries. The 

crucial are: 'what is the Me?' 'where does the Me 

the not-Me?' Next: 'how do I relate to others?' and 'how am I different?' 

'What is 

'how do I 

achieve and 

Narcissism a de\lelclD 

the h<:>,,,I.t,,,,,, .. 

itself. Narcissism is 

while still a sense of self?' 

characterized ("'nlnto,rn'''''''',",1 as the "culture of narcissism", 

deficit - is in 

but it is a derivative and not the drive of the culture 

that has become fictional to one way of n<>'o:rrllnln a 

itself and seeks reflections in every 1990: 
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the ""c.t<l,"\hr,r of consciousness as a may be considered to be 

the npl1'nr'm~>r1 - the text that ties all the activities of the and the 

crew into a coherent whole and them both a sense of ml'l,::.nln and value. 

When the of consciousness comes on to a the self 

is also lit. This which is more than sensory awareness of 

immediate r-nl"\rp,mr\I::.,·p its back in its current 

status, or r-nr,to'mnl,;,ti and Zittel 200: 

In an extensive research program, (1 within a social 

have been called elements of what 

Freud's superego into the so-called of the actual and 

their the actual self-ideal self 

nO""'rlnt,,~n'" of each of gap between a 

self and an ,/"II'l,::.II"/_/"Ip",,rpn np,"",nn",I All of this 

research of the theatre of consciousness is to compare various 

of the current self to and future as a way of 

of one's own life and Zittel 2000: 

between the actual self and the ideal self 

measured the was also 

the closer one's actual and ideal selves were the 

more uu,,,u,,..,,v one felt about oneself and Zittel 2000: 

The of every It is the immediate in so far as it still 
that flees away from it. This means that it is at one and the 

same time a of view and a of that I am and that I also go np,,,nrm 

as I move off towards what I must become .. 

Jean-Paul Satre 

In my recent 

C02 - Na 

works CH2 OH - CH - OH - CH2 OH+3R 

and that's not it... at the ;;:IUIJ'''''-'''' 

of the and my no,rl'c,,,,,::.rI 

identities. CH2 OH CH OH CH2 - OH+3R - C02 - Na chemical COi71DUSIIIUI 

solicited the subterranean of 

art the was located in a 

function 

toilet - wherein the 

blood and excrement was We are immediate: our IJV'U,,,,,, 

our of this dilemma denote an 

'OJo,nn',o sometimes become IJU'CL'<:'U the notion of nor",nr."" 

told that any seven year all the molecules in a human are 

of 

our 
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different ones' S 1963: I live with the of my acts of and 

'Entrail 

of the 

with my red and 

feature feature' we are 

1974: 

with my taste for decadence and "'A~"a"u 

drawn and ,,,,"or,,,,,, for the entertainment 

In the research broadened process to encompass and 

didactic DNA the idea of nro_nrt,,,, and and the dubious threads 

which we weave our literal and so as not to expose ourselves in 

The One-Person that's not it.. at acted as an to in that it 

dealt with the same but it very within a 'dramatic' context. It was 

my first at UCT located in a traditional theatre space, and made extensive use of 

and as well as contrived and constructed and 

hn',"",'n" of character and ,,,,,,nTl1'" 

my 

The 

matter best an extract from 

for the medium 

I'm a Minotaur: stamping and snorting and devouring virgins. I'm stuck, struck, in the middle of a 

maze with no end and no beginning. 

There's no foreseeable end and no justifiable beginning. I'm trapped in a throbbing, strumming, 

slamming, stabbing polygon of noise and riffs and spliffs and placebo pretension devoid of 

precision. A Rubik Cube with no answers, comers or questions. Just slackened muscles and 

bent elbows. And marauding expectations. I rip my ideas limb from limb. I have a Camivorous 

Gob; I'm dribbling out in incoherent beast and man in perpetual motion. 

of self is not a new and its does not denote It 

one that continues to resonate with audiences and art-

That it achieves this is not but rather how it achieves this. How 

can we still be fascinated with the and its limitations? How can we still want to see 

Marina Abramovi6 self-harm? does the 

of .. ",.t"I,,; ... a human 

because it translates so 

existence. 

or 

within our own 

still draw attention? 

of the of 
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in one's a total absence of 
a release from the emotional fetters of r""""'''''",nn 

lack of and the substitution of external 
obedient to the and no other. Automatism 

leads to these 

Andre 

5 Breton. A. 1965. The Artistic Genesis and Perspective of Surrealism. Richard Hurley (trans.) in Surrealism and 

Painting. No.3: 26 36 
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Andre Breton defined automatic as the absence of critical intervention in the creation 

of text. Automatic was thus able to not on the basis of narrative sequence or 

but rather in accordance with the random of word and 

associations. The of automation is "chance"; and in his to write 

and without intention would lead to 

without any intervention on the of the critical 

unencumbered the inhibition and which 

Sherill and Wasserman 2006: 

as PO~SSIIDle 

in the 

as 

Abramovi6's Fr""",in'n 

the words and 

lIRPnnnn, (1 she uses free association to 

In Marina 

herself of all 

she can remember. After an hour and a she 

seems to have succeeded: she has no more words to say and the no.'l:nrinn is over. 

~r"""'In'n the of a series of in which Abramovi6 to 

her and mind and n,,,,,on'-!!::I her consciousness. The I"nrll"OlnT of is a thematic 

choice of mine: the on the second television screen 

lies in comfortable repose so calm she almost appears in her reverie. The ten-

minute video ends with a sudden convulsion and 

hair but the 

to her 

of the ensures 

form and the evidence of her 

installation was luxta[)OSied with the "Minotaur" a 

thread 

free of my teeth. The two videos were in U'''!lv),., .... 

their frail and to the 

The voice is not 

to express what needs to be 

of vomit into her 

in a matter of 

laid-out 

she will return 

to "contain" is erased. This 

of my face and a red 

as the 

each of them 

is 

the other of 

of our constructed containers. 

is not we are not 

and 

refrained from It's the construction of containment that is in direct conflict with the 

overflow of the ;'U'''<:''J' it contains. 

Sartre associates the feminine with the of slime: 

I want to let go of the 
of is neither the 
which is exhausted in 

and it sticks to me, it draws me, it sucks at me. Its mode 
like that in water 

a moist and 
feminine it lives and I sense it like a it 
draws me to it as the bottom of a ore'CIIJ'lce 1956: 

years Carolee Schneemann reiterates the unfortunate truism that this 
her frustration with the indoctrination and notion of the female 

of the self in and 
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beast of their flesh embarrasses are trained to shame ... 
odours of their flesh fill them with fear. have some abstracted 

immaculate sex... cardboard soaked in of them 
birth abandon themselves to flesh life -

may be. But been that here is their nn'\I<::I,I":::1I 

let the of the child ennoble and redeem the intricacies of their bodies 
1979: 

The female form has often been seen as "troublesome" because of its 

its to grow another form within it, the processes of menstruation and 

lactation that link the inner to the outer world 2007: 

In and CH2 - OH - CH - OH - CH2 - OH+3R - C02 Na chemical of 

A soap my nn'rTr:;;",:;< of the female form was dressed in pure white and rich red 

distinct :::Itt'~m''\t is made at the appearance of the n~lrtr\lrm,"r attractive 

the use of the female silhouette (a tailored "sweetheart" 

In I made overt references to the machine in the "shrine-

to me my Mother for my 21 st It forms of a rite of passage 

and it was on this machine that I constructed the dresses 

""'IJLU'''"I~I'''U to construct the of the female in the theatrical construction. We are 

there is allocated time 

as mentioned 

OH+3R - C02 - Na 

emotion and facial 

to the ritualistic 

chemical I"V'"j.J'V<>'UV, 

redescribed in an extreme :::Itt,~m''\t 

critical process even 

"real" one has now become 

As of this "".,""'''''', 

seen in CH2 - OH - CH - OH - CH2 -

of 

washed and 

to a rebirth back into the world. It is a 

an ",ol"thot"~'7"n for the 

thus finds nrlll,tifi":::Iti 

fundamental: the 

the agency of himself. The 

the search for the 

becomes 

lost and orotectea in 

memory, the reconstruction of the span of time in which certain events to be re-evoked 

took the association between as stimulus and as reaction. 
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I live 
desecrated. Your 

and 
my exhibition of this 

I 
your at 

in this death that is within me that may 
me back to life. I have the of the .. subtle 

which the need for the reconstruction of the ego. 
One lives the dismemberment of the ego as one it." 

6 Napolitani, D. 2007. The Imaginary in Psychoanalytic Metapsychology. Journal of European Psychoanalysis. 25.2. 
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The is the cause of sensations. It is more than an instrument of action: it contributes to 

the life of consciousness and memory in a of processes that 

assume and relief when are connected. 

movie cameras, measurements and 

some of the means that are used in order to freeze a number of 

the artist becomes her as in essence: a 

drawn on maps are 

moments. And thus 

still-life. One's 

are used own the of one's and the entire of ""u>nl1rh,n 

as material. 

action or moment of any 

x-rays, or medical t",,,,,t_nr"'n reconstructions of one's 

theatrical of one's nrc'''IT'''' the ,n\l,antn"" of the events of a 

"O"-U".o 2000: well as violence towards the 

of 

or the 

as 

Gina Pane '",,,,,,,n'I'" work that is connected to antecedents or memories that are svrnO'OIl(;aIlV 

re-evoked in each of her she manages to liberate herself from 

affection in a manner so clamorous as to come close to the 

The of excitation achieved reaches trauma. She 

of 

of the 

situations of such emotional that one wonders if she's herself from 

the of the traumatic event or to it back to life so as better to be able to hold 

onto it. her themes have to do with up some - an 

that is also a kind of 

The consensus of the is essential if the artist is to find "confirmation" in her work. 

The work is the and her narcissism is no invested in an art but allowed to 

within her own The between the individual and the external world 

is every stimulus our but all of us have 

mechanisms that can re-establish it and that contribute to 

In terms of this return to the co-ordinates of - we're no 

with the romantic and cultivated narcissism of the and instead 

are confronted with the fables of a for violent a in the 

a that smacks of sacrificial rite to hold at the Great Fear of the Collective 

Death. We are in a Gothic genre: a genre of hallucinations and 

that discovers its vocation in couched in a of delirium. It also 

be a of the human loss of the dimension of childhood. In that case, the 

of the deciduous and the dream of a 

to be what one knows one 

and social 

could be read as of the 

of the of the conflict between and """ronrm 

to which is to of the maturation of a 

2000: 59 
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the bodies of this nature that is reduced to what to me, I discover my 
It can be from all other bodies because of but a 

it is the that is not a but also my It is the 
that exists inside of abstraction and that I have chiselled into the world in 

in accordance with ov"or,o I co-ordinate field of sensation in various ways. It is 
the that is on,,,,.o,,, at my as its organs are at my service. 

Edmund Husserl 

An interest in this kind of ritual also upon a diminution of the to 

between what is "real" and what is "unreal" These ritual actions seem absurd to anyone 

whose sense of is Their must be and 

brutal to break suffocate - in this case the intolerable tensions that exist 

within the self and that are therefore attributed to others. 

The defines " .... ,,,t,,,, .... n 

the copy of a copy that 

itself.. .which functions to flatten 

2008: 

of simulacra - without 

any notion of the real 

and destabilise notions of truth and 

The need to search out and 

the to 

the mime of """rtn,r",i 

that can even go to the limit of 

upon 

and the 

self-humiliation of the alienated individual are 

The situations almost 

more than the most absurd and 

exhale a stink and exude 

bonds between the viewer and the 

instead with a stream of 

and entertainment that can be 

and severs the 

of culture 

second or third-hand <>v'"'I",r,,,, 

us 

sanitized 

consumed. 

Surrealism can be linked as much to 

,<>r.n<>,m<>nt of the senses was the 

as to """,t""m Rimbaud's to the 

for Masson's deliberate 

disorientation as process a blend of and 

of 

to the 

of alcohol and narcotics. These <>tt.:>m,ntc: to subvert traditional notions of 

artistic behaviour would be the decades of and 

endurance-based "o.-tnr, ..... 

nrn,o,..,,,, as Abramovic and 

(1 

work that would in the 1960s and would include such 

the Wall of China for The 

Hsieh's Thirteen Year Performance (1986-1 

Event for Rock '"'''''''''n (1 

Great Walk 

and Stelarc's 
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These would co-exist mind and alterations such as Abramovic's 

in her 1973 nO'Trmrn of medication for rio" .. ::.",,,,,nn and 

2, Gina Pane's 

Gilchrist's 

r<>~'nr._"","n"Qn ladder in Escalade <In'''''<l,nT.o and Bruce 

nm.c8Ipe-aSi-pEmonn,,,,u·P A for Reasons (1 The 

Wooster infamous use of 

the 

as of their rehearsal for the 1984 

amounted to the inl'nrrln""tir,n of 

disorientation within a which gave the illusion of random behaviour at the same 

time as it was at its most This which is not so much 'automatism' 

or its nO'T,. ... ..,.,<> twin as it was a form of imitative behaviour 

so rehearsed as to read as the "real"; is of 

In such a way this work lends to the cultural function of commissure which indicates a 

,,",,,,,,n,n,., of trust into another's care, control or The word "commissure" is derived 

from the Latin "commissura" to or where two bodies or 

In this sense, the act of meet as a seam, 

"O,~",t"'tr" involvement allows for a modicum of n''''I'TI\'''\I and emotional to 

take in the between the observer and the observed. 

What seems to be there to be seen" in 
up in threads of the unconscious and 

appears to alter the seen and to transform the one 
intertwined.. 2008: 

One of the direst faults of was the reliance on the oec;tat.ors to amuse themselves while 

"entertained". The took in several rooms in the 

Rosedale a fire escape 

as a DNA double-helix. An oec::tallOn was initiated for an with me 

the the divided groups were too to 

time made for a to 

to distract uneasy 

control and the 

address this 

members of the "'''''''''\1''''0 their sensibilities and several commented 

I had not that felt "fobbed off' or format of the 

this kind of response in my of the work 

reverence for the rooms and a of the DOlSSIIJlIl1:1es of the spaces. But I 

had not intimated this to the I had relied on a common 

awareness of the inevitable of vision with what is called 
- the distinct historical manifestations of visual - draws attention 

ne(:es~sltv of vision within a historical and cultural situation 
2008: 1) 

Whilst this SOI:::io--anthnJoc)loa faux pas 

value to my research. The 

for the it was of 

dissatisfaction is the exact of 
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dissection between the bone and the marrow of the of my discourse: our np,'<:n,,,,rrl"'" is 

not communal and I cannot it to be. The unsustained character that into a 

mask instead of a "believeable" the and unstructured 

format of n"",'Tn,'m<.nr",,' the awkwardness of it all - I was the inconsistencies of a 

.. and it was so "real" in its some found 

its indiscernible nature to reside in the mediocre. 

'We are so in the webs of mediated realities that we can no 

referential from simulated modes of because both are n""r""""c,n 

2000: ~r,,::,"""n" of IJ"'"u"'u, and circumstance and 

n",,'<;:nn >'I , and national that our discernment when U';:"vU::';:,,, 

these rnl,r<>,nt", 
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without some dark 
into which 

7 
S. 1997. The Plaugue of Fantasies. London and New York: Verso 
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The very nature of installation-driven n",.1"nrlm 

is one of an environmental 

frame is not 

works on the 

The 

of central 

m[J'lIc,::mCln that what is 

of the centre of the 

The 

""::"-'"'''''''''' of becomes "",,,,,!>.'!>hlo from the relation of the event and its 

and also from the movements that SDE~ct':lto!rs may be the space. 

the 

2007: Rather than 

clean distinctions between the presence of space and 

installations the of no,1"nr,m 

and 

n""· .... ""rm ... 'n emerges as a result of 'the tension between the 

and the space the adscititious and the accidental' 

The work is 

about the P\/~~nn,r~TI 

shifted away from 

the 

as is the space and as is the SDI:!Ct,amlr: and text for installation is not 

of presence so much as its re-evaluation. The notion of is 

that is ascribed to the 'in the moment' and 'in 

It is in turn relocated in the between the the 

watched and their of the of space as well as the manner of that 

Installations shift the focus of concern away from modernist with 

theatrical 'thereness' to about the constitution of the event and the ways in which it 

the in the 'hereness' of in the shared space of the work. 

The installation artist's is with the of the work. 

What we find in its is that the radical "' ..... >nTr'Inn of authorial intention creates an 

for mo,vn,r",,,,,,,,,,.,n 2007: 

The has been utilised a number of 

artists this is evidenced in the work of such as 

Orlan and Franko B. This has been articulated since the 19605 and 70s 

where the was used as a site of and a declared nnl"n""tlr,n to those 

constraints dominant culture as demonstrated Carolee Chris 

Burden and Vito Acconci. 

On 31 December 1 on his Hsieh concluded his 1 

that was never Like his One Year 

of the artist. His aims Performance of 1980-1981, all that the art "contained" was the 

were to create a a n""fnr,m 

and he chose the 12-month because a year is the 

time. Hsieh states that his work is about 

2007: 81): 

natural unit of 

Our 

trust in the artist's is what ,",PI"",'''.,,'''' art from artifice: not a of disbelief so 

much as a conscious act of belief. In as a term for work that locates the 

as It is often 

made to acts of <::nl"","''''ln,n and ou::;e~;:::;lllfl transformation and duration. 
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The artists' bodies are 

is in some way 

as 

made 

as the raw material of their work. This raw matter 

The strives for articulation 

even when this is the exhibition of it strives for difference even when 

this distinction reframes the humdrum and <>\I'~nJj'1"''' The self has become active currency in 

and this currency is the currency of The as the as 

the as evidence of its own 

we construct our own from 
"o,·,..o,nti,.,n of more or less the same kind of material. In any case, is the 

process of construction ... 
life we construct without aware of it and without 

on it.. in the theatre the focus of our attention shifts to the very process of 
construction and the conditions it. 

1996: 1 

In there was a sense of the constant state of lJUlldl-':::.t:, 

how or who I was and the where even 

the no.-tnrrn", itself was nrc ..... "'r' ..... ' 

of 

in its 

able to 

to the 

content and structure. When for the 

there is little consideration as to the demonstrative 

of my but rather an obsessive act of 

insecurities as an artist a human 

of the 

of the asinine nature of my 

became the means to articulation thereof. 

manifest my of research. Practice as research indeed. Guillermo G6mez-Pefia's 

one-man n<>'rtr"rm''1n(~<> of 1 a n<>,rff"lj"m''1n(~<> chronicle of the r<>rli'u'f"ll/<>rv of """ ... n(""(1111 

'The Warrior for ,-, .. "u"",., aka Guillermo G6mez-Pefia contains a line that <>n,""""" 

this: art is indescribable therefore I'm a no,Ff,.""",,,nr'o artist' 

CH2 - OH CH - OH CH2 - OH+3R - C02 Na 

There is a .... n'nr-'>nfO the 

Works like 

and 

a 

at the that maintains the facet of flawed 

discourse of absence is carried on 
Woman is faithful 

to 

Both CH2 OH - CH - OH - CH2 OH+3R C02 Na 

" .. ," ..... 1\1 references the " .. "'rn,.",,,,,, of my name -

sails 
elaborates its fiction ... 

..... "'n"np<;: 1978: 13 

- and the that and 

forms of my waited for her husband to return from 

his travels for many years, nol'",,,,nn 

shroud for her husband's 

734 Her name is often associated with 

and it is from this historical that I my 

a burial 

1992: her work every 

industrious and ,.. .. ","' .. ",.", 

of Ancient Greek 
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with reference to the and Daedalus craftsman who 

the Minotaur's maze, and was Minos when he gave Ariadne 

a clew of fibrous thread to Theseus defeat the 

Minotaur and escape the maze. He was also the father of Icarus and crafted the 

used to flee Crete 1992: 31 Icarus is famous for his hubris and death 

when he flew too close to the These three characters form the kernel of my <>y,.,'nr<>r"nn 

of the of the persona, the person and the 

these three characters that I was able to that I 

and labeled to wait for my hero to sail over the horizon and 

and it is from 

have been born 

kind of 

feminine referenced in t'n.,to,n-, 

become the hero 

or 

mechanism so that I could flee that 

limbo a female 

and I remain unsatisfied 

There is an absence of release and relief in the 

inhabits. But that absence needn't be a 

"inconsistencies" make us immune to the wretched \AIr.:>""" and 

our 

of an 
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But still there's a 
worn-out, used up, 

dark. 

distance to be accounted for. There are 
excreted and 

of affairs between meals and clothes and 
and kindness and kisses and .. I'm afraid of the 

8 Youngleson, P. 2009. No, that's not iLat all. Performed in the Arena Theatre on Hiddingh Campus, Cape Town 
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8.1 Prime Numbers Mathematical "'t:'''Iu'tn that add up to my 

thesis 1, 3, 5, 7, 11 9) refers to mathematical sequences called 

numbers. These numbers are themselves and one. Nine is 

assumed to be number but in divisible three. In 

relation to the this relates to the person, persona and 

cannot be divided itself - to the ",",,,-""''',,",,, 

and the way humans like to make sense of 

of collective identities 

theories discussed 

associative groups 

and and 

The fact that the initial numbers are "Prime" 

esteemed a nr~'flPlrlPl"'lrlP because of the "' ........ h'''ti,.. 

the title refers to the theoretical and 

of 

the divisible number: "not 

search I've 

that the 

in assumed and assimilated 

that I have hitherto innnrc.rl is that we can be all of these - and 

Two: the more This also refers to the monster mentioned in 

nine heads continue to r",_n"",,,,rOlt,,, and but one of them is immortal and 

Hercules was forced to cauterise the of each neck he had del::al:llta'ted from the beast 

so as to discover its "true" a process of elimination. 

Mathematical sequences feature recur, recommence, resurge and 

remonstrate both and audience member endless 

entrance ,,<>,'"'\,'''',.,..''' codes and numbered 

enforced a collective sense of common 

shared with other individuals. It is a denominator that the uses as a 

device to occupy the audience members and them "'''TI\I<>I\I with encoded riddles that 

release in the work. 

8.2 Numb-ers used in 1,3,5, 7, 11 9) and Factors essential in 
a review of the Piece 

Items used in my work include thread 

or mantles and the of needlecraft. These can be related to the 

sense of self as female derived from my maternal role model 

and the she on in my The threaded DNA 

double-helix on the stairwell makes direct reference to the sense of self made from and 

strands of how we are never one and what we are is a knotted 

mess. the of the of the 

threads the use of the show with the 

of this ... r<> ..... ""'''' to be as valid as an affirmation of it. The sense of 

from the (a features the nor"tnrlm we have too 

much inside of us; our bodies cannot contain the ,..'''''''r'~or,. realities that collide in our 
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with this comes a "feminine" need to restore balance and 

create. I use the word "feminine" here with the connotative purpose of 

a of what constitutes "feminine" 

behaviour. 

in Greek unravelled her "",.,,'''''1''\1 so as to remain to her 

husband and avoid ,nt,,,.,Ut\1 - in both her and her duties to ,,""'~Io'r\l in that context. 

This is for me, most c::tr"nnhl 

machine as their 

machine as a young my and have my first memory of 

how to use a 

her with my foot 

on the 

was a 

from the 

of her Bernina and her over my left arm my work. It 

anger: she was my work and SU!lQE~stlinQ I start 

my seams were wrong and therefore the would not hold 

It would be flawed. I did not listen to I would not listen to and 

carried on I was I would redeem my seams. The 

was never worn. I it in the back of my for a month or so and then 

gave it away to someone less fortunate than at the first 

when she couldn't see. seams were incorrect the division and coalition of 

what held my .... ""'c .... ,,.., tr,notho did not correlate. 

defined how I saw .... ",."' .. ,,,,.,\1 for a This 

else for and I could not for 

I could not someone 

wrong. This is Eve's curse in the 

Garden of Eden of the most in literature for hetero-normative 

standards in Western and the reason she and Adam made for 

themselves. But I couldn't even of 

is a term that has lost its status over the 600 years, it used to be a but now 

exiles one to the realms of and scrap 

itself with Daedalus and the to escape a 

needlecraft and is also a skill my Mother 

oe'CloeOllv "feminine" 

set of circumstances. The use of 

me, and a habit that was 

teens so that I could make embroidered cushion covers and 

nrc.cont" at the end of each academic year. them to my teachers as Tn<:ln"' •• \lnl 

The earmuffs and nh' ... t'"', .... r<l'." skin 

To the 

video TOOllaCle with the earmuffs on, one's world becomes 

One focuses on a - observation. The 

to isolations and violations of the 

When one watches the 

self-involved and detached. 

nh ..... tnnr'>n~'c achieves 

the same but stimulates a different sensory function. This and attention 

to is also evident in the onto the wall of one of the 

rooms. The whole 

case, a human 

of a is that it is a lifeless of a 

In all ways it should appear to be human in appearance 

this 

nrl"\\/1<10n that 

it is a realistic of the lack of breath and voice to animate the 

head". the idea of the is intimated the in its 
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absence and the del::arllta'ted heads life to other manifestations of the self. The 

also allows for a literal of the as where one can look 

at the Self looked at. One of the "Selves" dissolves into tears much 

of the closer to the camera in nrr,Vln,,,,,, to the 

mouth 1 ) and the eyes that disturbs our 

from the 

addendums to my 

Likewise the of my are 

as the wheel is an extension of the so machines are a 

t~n,n""nt of the brain. These ........ ,.,,-''',. are also their kinetic 

energy lies in my 

vide et Ie tOt 

hold the latent nnTonT'''' of the artist: 'Cruche d'abord est 

The that unlike the 

the casts are not made to carry are made of if 

tried to emulate the and 'fill itself while , the structure would and render 

itself a mess. The kind of mess that Carolee Schneemann SD(3a~;S 

the kind that is not "feminine". 

I also cabinets filled with text messages, 

x-rays - the scraps of the Q\I~'n'r'''' orE~acHalas found in the bottom drawer 

nrc, .... 'n,it"'j'Q the notion that our sustenance is --"--'''J derived from our interaction. The 

economic crises of the 

milk and """.rt,',r,I'\1 

sectors. We need to be fed 

year and a half has seen basic transactional needs like 

as much as 37%. There is a transaction of data 

our intersections of the and 

and we need to value this interaction as 

as our needs. our emotions forces a to an outdated 

sense of self outside of the holistic examination within a framework. 

In the same room as the machine and the casts, the .. ",,,rtn,'"u,, 

on" the Icarus and to into a wall. We are ~~.,~~, .. ~~ the 

mistakes of our Mothers we cannot transcend this because of our 

of any other to inhabit. The n""Ftn,'m<>r also to the Rosedale where 

Ino,rin,rit" of the she tries no"",,,.r<:>I'ol,, to remember what it was she wanted to say, The 

audience in down at her to remember is the 

In that space she is surrounded bulbs on 

and threads - as she she can't think what it was that she wanted to 

articulate. 

The dream machine the smallest is best "viewed" with one's eyes shut. In this room 

is a bar and a comfortable armchair. Audience members are to 

go inside and to allow themselves to engage in their subconscious. This room is 

constructed to reference the isolation of ,.,,,,trhinn television in one's home: the real/non-real 

cusp that encroaches our rooms. On the walls are nh,,,tn,nr,,,n I've taken of 

or of my over the 6 months for the n""'rtnl'm~ln 
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The nO''Tn,·rnc.r in the room across the hall from the dream machine is on a moated 

box covered in x-rays of my She's stuck the boundaries of n<>'nrrM and 

space, like a music-box ballerina. There is also of me her costume -

the idea that 

notion of where our construction 

and that we recommence and redress the 

and ends. 

The of books as into rooms is 

with this ;;:IU'Jle'J' matter is 

seasoned intellectuals in my chosen 

rnr,r""nr of over books to find answers to 

obvious. As a Masters student and 

the theoretical works of 

student is familiar with the 

decided upon. 

To find references to substantiate you want to say but lack the academic status or 

know-how to And every academic can the extreme of 

an that causes one's own to look around and re-establish itself with 

fresh n<>".,n<>rl'",<> The Da:SS~VOl'ds aim to do this. Audience members may not enter a space 

until have solved a riddle kudos to Daedalus and the as well as Hercules 

and his Twelve Tasks - one of which was the the answer to which is found in the 

books outside of the space. Should be unable to do so, will not see that facet of the 

There is 

what you have said.. but 

room; but for 

more research to be 

It is 

what have been inside. 

someone who has said 

better not to go into the 
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'There's no 

Which direction are 

There's no 

Or which way the river's 

Not a is 

So the 

For the rowers on 

And 

that are 

Roald 

9 Dahl, R. 1998. Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. London: Penguin Books 
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In 

Our 

and 

our prE~oc:cupal[10r with the n",'lrnwn nature of our culture and our constant 

,fI<"nt,I'\I denotes an obsession with the "found OD1180[5 from which our existence is 

As South Africans our is both and 

on our to collective culture. 

collection of influences that it is 

no,,<:!n,n<>lIt\J actualizations in no."tnr,rn 

and for these realizations to be 

to be 

interactions 

"honest" in 

their discourse. have 

of the self in my 

and more 

share in the formulation of my and it is the ",vr.lnr,,,t 

work that I realize more and more who I have decided that I am 

who I am not.. what my new work will constitute. 

Kristine Stiles interviewed Marina Abramovic and asked her: 'Who are Abramovic 

'I don't I learn about not my life' 

lies & Stiles 2008: 

the work is difficult to because it does not "sit" well in a genre, or set of 

that I 

of the Humanities 

it is because of the irreverence of the ,,"U'J'<:;'J' 

feel it would be of material benefit to the croISS"OIS:CI 

of rnlnt",·mrlnr"'nJ '''<>nm'''_.>vn''''''~Tlr'n Iralllv-locatElO matter in the 

of a 

It is with this framework in mind that I look forward to the of my 

the final in my research there's ' ... no 

are the of the 

of as central to the new work denotes a settled core ..... ,,'''''''''''. 

between my academic actualisation is 

culminate in my final And how that and 

my inclinations into manifestation is <>n"nno' guess. 

way of 

the 

to 

This is the to my process; this is the 

of where we look for ourselves versions of 

in an infinite series of and We look for comfort and 

And we find it in numbers. 
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I'm just like anybody. I cut and I bleed. 

And I embarrass easily. 

Michael Jackson 

1 
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1.1 CH2 OH - CH OH CH2 OH+3R C02 Na chemical COi!1JD'OS,IlIOln 

of CH2 - OH CH OH - CH2 - OH+3R - C02 Na chemical r.orlJl]()SIIIOn 

of the convergence of simultaneous and realities: a microbiotic and 
of the same space, and where a critical mass is 

the where a certain number of molecules constitute a shift 
how a group denotes an Pnl"""',,, 

for the individual or person. The site of the 
to meet on 

The Four Areas of the Human I have chosen to exhibit Skin and 
confrontation with them. The audience was asked to wait in the 

entrance hall with 
filled with scrabble contained in the 

space. Inside the bathroom was a on wheels with 2 litres of .cnl_n"cn 

12 12 containers full of shortbread crumbs 
amount of skin cells shed per 
metal D01[-SC;OU 

the average human 
and 

them for 

Protea flowers made from 

on the back of which was a toilet roll that I had written on and then rolled up 
cerebral excrement in the form of and form the clock was a 

to me my Mother (it is the for the oldest r<>rn<>t<>nl 

on the Church council and therefore a custodian of the 
sinks and soap which I 
combination of bleach and disinfectant. On the UIJ1I.JU'",,::, 

with a 
45 toilet rolls that had 

been written on over the months the event. Audience members were invited to 
read as well as my book which I wrote from 
lists to academic The bathroom stalls were blocked with 
in red cloth and converted into shrines: the of 

shown on 
(rlr,.,,,,.,,,,rl in a 

I continued to clean the space around them 
in the until the audience members had all left. 

my usher 
on a mini-CD 

1.2 Voice-Over 

COlmlllos.ltlc'n of 

for CH2 - OH CH OH CH2 - OH+3R - C02 Na chemical 

Hello. It's rather me like this before. I know 
nrr.n::>nl\/ hear that all the 

You see, I 

You listen to me while I tell you 
How I see I see 

I'm here. You must have a 
mustn't I mean, seems like a these that's how 

TV makes all its money. We love to ours noses into every available little hole and 
sniff around: we adore the hunt of someone who's less 

than ourselves. A nation fixated on the 
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incoherent no""",''''T,,,n the Olli3lDIOaileo 

of of civilization .... That was one 
had a certain to my turn 

of civilization'?? 

I have a lot to say, you know. 

And anyway, it was a rather ",,,,n'''','''''''T''' 
love water. It's so rlel,!'!n.:::;n 

to love water. I 
wouldn't it; it's see-

But you know what I mean; it's 
hot shower. 

I more than 

Sometimes I the hot on 
.. and steams off its 

the mottled translucence of my 
dilution of and 

that my skin itches and shrinks the 
I can stand there for 

blood to the surface. 

One of the most is the smell of washed hair as 
to 

mn,nn·:tr the follicles. We are not alone. No matter how clean 
we carry around on our bodies billions of microbes-

called bacteria and viruses. cannot be seen, 
microbes hide under lurk between and live in hair. There are more than six 
hundred thousand bacteria on one square inch of 
about 200 grams of bacteria in and on his or her at any 

half a block of butter. There are more microbes on 
humans on Earth. One could almost say that there is more unseen life than seen. 

Viruses and bacteria are for some of the deadliest diseases in 
the and flu. And bacteria the most roles in 

All Earth on their activities. Bacteria are the 
we would be Knele-(lee 

Which is 
bath in it. 

it defeats the of what I was to say about water if you 

PAUSE 

Can you hear that you must listen ",",:>nTI\/On, 

guess, I should say it's your blood: from the arteries to Dla:cal[e 
blood-lust. but you have to 

around tarted up in feathers and 
Amsterdam Just 

I hate to be the one to say it, but you are 
you were an I know. I'm 

sorry I didn't tell you sooner, you would've wanted to spruce up a bit. 
even on another shirt. you my dear. But never mind ... I'm sure do your very 
best tomorrow. you have to the element of is somewhat I 
know it me a deal to know that not eXI)e(~tln,Q 
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there's rather a lot of pressure, but because in 
the dark I can formulate my attack somewhat 

PAUSE 

I cut my arms open with a steak knife afternoon at minutes 1 pm. It 
seems and relevant that it was lunchtime. The knife cost me R12, 
used it to cut free my 2minute noodle because the sealant makes it 

for human hands to open. Bad if you ask me ... the kind of 
market are those who want to eat food made 

rnn,nV,'"1r:::lTPC:: should be 

had the time it takes to open those with our bare our our 
human we could as well have made some proper food. No one chooses to live 
like this. 

I don't if I could've 
and I wouldn't have 

the noodles open I wouldn't have had the 
that I feel better if I could the focus 

somewhere else. 

The first few were raised confused on my skin. 
what can't be undone to what I'm to do. 

The next cut is honest. flesh open. gasp out. 

when you hold your own blood ... We carry it around all 4 
It's in us and us and around us. But taken out of 

context, out of where our conscience thinks it should it The 
difference between an and a vein is that the blood in a vein is Old. Used 
up. The of blood is to oxygen to the cells in various To sustain 
the life. The life is in the blood. Leviticus. What does God think about 
this? I know He wouldn't want it. I feel that I need to do this to feel that I can't 
find the solution where I know it should be. And I feel to 

And my and my friends. What if 
and truth as defined of my existence are not the 

same. 

I'm to eat my noodles .. cold now. 

I cut my arms into a steak knife. 
And it's that I am else. 

And it took forever to my skin. 

PAUSE 

It's not that I mind soap. I do. But the is that it's not about the soap 
nrlr,r,n,,," behind the soap. The fact that I have to share my of 

entitlement to the soap with an number of and their hands is 
That's I'd rather risk bladder infection and the of adult 

unless I my 
bathroom. I don't know where don't 

those 
mediums. '-""IJ""_,a,, 

that you know someone else has been 
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before you. I understand that it's a normal of life. But I don't understand 
my life has to include whose names I don't even know. on such an intimate 
level. 

I shower twice a I worry about the lack of water and sustainable forests and the ozone. 
But I do shower twice a I also newspaper and my bank cards 

five years or so when to make up for it. I know it's an unbalanced 
but it's the best I can do now. So take back that 

my conscious. I can feel all the little neurotransmitters up and in on the,ms;elv'es. 
up and under the heat of your and arrogance. If you carry on 

feather away all little on a breeze of 

What was I I know I had a It's your fault I 
emotion onto me, your of failure and 

it. It's your transference of 
your life has thrown at you 

that you think you can toss in my direction because of my of nature and 
.What? 

PAUSE 

fJatmate's over last And this he used my soap too. 
Now I'm not an anal retentive person, and I don't obsess about the 
But three one bar or soap and not the same DNA is not normal. Do you think 
I'm unreasonable? Do Because I don't. If I wanted to share in the intricacies of 
his every nook and cranny I would've invited him over. Instead of the muffled 

thin walls. 

PAUSE 

is divided between molecular binaries: 
and C02 + Na forms the ionic base. 

6 forms the h\l,;rn,I'<>,rhr,n 

molecules as grease and molecules of soap and can 
be washed away in a fashion with the aid of a as and 
moderate use of kinetic energy in the form of friction. 

PAUSE 

Did I have this conversation? I feel as I did. I was sure we had a it 
wasn't cerebral. It was more than words. I feel as I know you, and you know me. 
Do you like time with me? I know I'm a little in this nn',Y_n,nrl 

world to find someone who isn't. do I feel as you can't see me. 
Can't hear me? Have my been And if has there been any sound 

out? Can you read? That would I'm never sure if the sound is 
out or not - I tend to hear so I a lot of the hum 

around me. If you can We'd both 
benefit. I would share all that I've my 

could've been a 
You do feel <>nr,.",!th 

my muse. Think about it. Think about me. 
recall that somewhere before. I can even hear the voice in 

soft woman, to be loved and she 
I can't remember. It's irrelevant to what we're 

don't at least. Or have I 
been at you for the minutes? 
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I can't think what I wanted to say. I know there was one an 
I wanted to share with you. that could be ours, our moment of 

sunshine. 

But I can't remember it now. And the more I the more I think about and 
lists and double A batteries and Kirstenbosch nrn,'<>",.", and ",."',,,,,,,,,'" and deodorant 

and shortbread and razor blades. I don't think you did hear me. 

1.3""","",=:;:::;,::",,-== 

Green Floor 

Pink Walls 

1 x Door 

1 x Condom machine 

1 00 x Scrabble Pieces 

1 x Window 

1 x from 

2 x Switches 

1 x CD 

7 x Audio Tracks 

12 x Visitor's 

12 x 

6 x Rostra (2 x white and 4 x 

Undetermined number of 
inclination 

Green Floor 

Pink Walls 

1 x Rubbish Bin 

2 x Mirrors 

3 x Windows 13 panes 

Rostra no,",or.nonT on Performer's and 
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2x 

1 x Field Monitor 

Film I-nrn",r,e> 

4 x Bars of 

8 - Seater Bench 

32 Fat Hooks 

1 0 Thin Hooks 

5 Toilets 

1 x Bin 

with Steel 

Undetermined number of 

6x 

22,5 x Tiles above the Sinks 

1 x Metal 

12 x Greek Shortbread 

12 x Plastic Pill Containers 

1 x Container Guava Juice 

3 x Non-Tactile Protea 

12 x Plastic Shot Glasses 

red food 

1 x Str",t".n;<:'<:; Book/Journal 

30 x Toilet Rolls Journal 

Undetermined number of Toilet Rolls in cubicles 

10 x Rostra 

5 x Red Tablecloths 

Undetermined amount of Bleach 

Undetermined amount of I.C.U. Disinfectant. 

1 x Performer 

to ablutions of the ri"",,,,rl' ...... ,,.ntl 
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that's not it. .. at all 
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2.1 that's not it ... at aI/ 

np'rTn,'rn.>r is on in a box. The "Click" refers to her the metal 
in that seal the lid of the box after she's climbed out of it. Each "Click" is 

associated with a name she's been called She 
starts the with the lid on the on her person, so that 
she can to which she but does not hear 
terms of U''''"U~IU 

V.O: I'm adrift. There's a a a around my 
around my around my head. There's a that reminds and rewinds 
me. I mustn't too comfortable. I must awake. I must away .. I must awake. 

too comfortable. A little a little a little of the hands to 
and nn'./orhl and need comes like an armed man. 

But still there's a distance to be accounted for. There are 
and are 

used up, 
of affairs between 

and kindness and kisses and ... 

I'm afraid of the dark. I'm afraid of the dark. I'm afraid of the dark. I'm afraid of the 
dark. I'm afraid of the dark. I'm afraid of the dark. I'm afraid of the dark. I'm afraid of the dark. 

V.O: Don't be afraid. There's to be afraid of. I've checked underneath and on 
there. And the dark is when there's no more 

Please. Please. Please. Please. Please. Please. Please. Please. Please. Please. 
Please. Please. Please. 

V.O: Now come on. There's no need to make such a fuss. There's 
to be afraid of! 

lifts the lid head pops out anlD 

out there. """"n' .. ' .... 

Inherent Industrious weaver and faithful individual. 
call me I 

assume I've done «n.nPlm 

Picks lid up, it on her head. 

Hi. I'm like the old coin. See a penny, it up .. crate lid on all 
luck. If one more schmuck thinks it'd be a little ice-breaker to 

off this inane I will ,nnnTnrn\l on the 

unfortunate cretin a dull and my front teeth. 

You could also call 
unwanted nicknames 
I hate that Enid 

of this sort of blatant 
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Grandmother died when I was 14. She'd been in for 5 months but I didn't even 
aOI)C[>ve because my father wouldn't let us visit her towards the end. He 

said she was a and didn't deserve to be remembered as an emaciated 
skeleton. She was convinced the staff were to steal all her 
and her: so when she became bed-ridden and couldn't lock them out anymore she 
took to the with an umbrella - which she wielded at anyone and 
she didn't like the look of. She hated the doctor. She said that for someone who 
made all of his money out of <:>n,,,tnn'1l\l 

When I was in Grade 7 all the other 
and I asked my dad if I could 

couldn't tell his arse form his elbow. 

ice,-s~(atina on a 
a 

I'm not an actual Jew. It travels down the Mother's and she's a Christian. And even my 
he lived at home until he married at 

to make him a Rabbi - I don't know. I consider 
a So when I asked if I could miss out on the I had 
no idea what I was father took off his Bad 

"'"'''''''''' "Your Grandmother survived the German Uul,UI-"" 

this it lends to the whole Eastem
"She survived Kaiserwald and the death 

trains from Latvia to Poland. She survived years of and And do you know 
she did that? So that she could sit in an Old Home on her deathbed and watch 

and be apl)reICla1[ea 
Shakes out his newspaper. in a 

I took this as a no and threw away my of crown-toothed Americans in 
",I£"t;",n outfits. And on the 18 March 1998 it first occurred to me to hate my Father for 
unfair. And to hate my Grandmother for of me 

her life and for not me become took 
a baseball bat to her 

even more when I wasn't allowed to 
- and I still can't wear because me a pressure 

headache. So I my left to vindicate my dreams in Grade 1 0, so I could feel 
how it would feel to sit down at the breakfast table with my eggs and and 
know that even if I couldn't ice-skate I still knew that he couldn't see, but I could that I 
had a under his nose. 

I took it out the next because it was sore. 

Mariette started my Pennikins in and the cast of it up in 2008. 
How more than one person could conceive of this 
and small woodland creatures to be shod of it. 

sister our childhood with nicknames that from the 
obscene to the awkward. Ponk remains my favourite because 
of the way she the "N" up in the attic of her hard and then smacks the "K" out 
from behind her front teeth. The reminds me of beach bats 
- the kind where the one side of the 
about the and um:>nr'n 

And Lauren 

is covered in Velcro - and how the ball is bandied 
of its conversation between hits. 

anorexic in 
gave me the name 

and at my thinnest 
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half of what I do now. When I went to Stellenbosch instead of ne:-('nrrllnn 

I on A lot of 
hibernation insulation. And we 
for the winter. I used to call her 
stomach 

more ill 

Where do you think the goes that isn't I mean darkness is not 
it's the absence of a source of illumination. of size or 
is a fact. It's undeniable. Where there is there cannot be darkness. It flees. 

So if it's fleed is that a but f1eed? Fled! 
the darkness has .. gone away, what goes out 

back! But how does it know? And is there ever a 
I constructed a of m""t~tl/> 

I ran around for over an hour 
then I turned on one at a 
then I slammed my hand 
brown. But I to time it. I think I 

eSIJeC;laIIIV not the Universal Laws of 

Ian started me Penneth while drunk and volunteer work 
Worcester. He had the that if was short for Kenneth ... 
some students at the Worcester School for the that refer to his friend 
Penneth. And he hasn't the heart to tell them it's not my real name because blind. 

UII.-,dlJlJt::IU, I mean, disabled. I mean abled. 

I stood naked outside your door Not naked.. you in a state of 
And I waited for you; and willed you to open the door. And to see me. And to see 

me for what and who I am and not what out would like us to be. And you 
offered me a and you had no idea what to do with me. And I smiled too much 

and breathed too hard. I even flared my nostrils when I smiled at you, I can't 
remember. I tried it but you were at rne from so I can't be 
sure of the and extent of the nostril flare. Should dilation flaration have occurred.. to 
any extent. 

I'm naked outside your door. And on the other side of it. 

mother has an inexhaustible love for alliteration. very first nickname was 
Pie. p, p. I love alliteration. 

Performer into a <'n/""l"""'"T centre 

One. Just one, pure, 
literate mind. A destination of purpose; it can be mulled over, 
care. Cleanness of Not the 

of CnllnTc>r1 

Did I have this conversation? I feel as I did. I was sure we had a it 
wasn't cerebral. It was more than words. I feel as I know you and you know me. 
Do you like time with me? I know I'm a little but in this 
world to find someone who isn't. do I feel as you can't hear me? 

And if so, has any sound been out? Can you read?? 
me I'm never sure if the sound is out or not so I tend to 

a lot of the hum around me. If you can read I think we should more time 
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togeth eL Think about it Think about me. You 00 feel somethtrl g, don 't you" I have touched 
you an ,-,ornc leve( at least, I kroow there was one thou9ht. An cp lphany I wooted to share 
with you Ih~t co uld be just ou r:; . Our moment of suw.h ifl e. Bul I c",d re rn ernb"" wh;,t I'm 

sLJp l)Osed to say 

By this lime she has moved her way inlo the audience and lound an audience mom/Jer ~ho 
feels an affimty for. She gestures toward the j)€rsOil With the final hlllge. "wltlng them J(I take 
i l un~l"gG und d id ( il inlo plucv Onoo Iho PGT~onu h,fS stood up. s!><J usurps tl,eir se,?t, a,n,d 

Ihey seal Ihe l>elfonnance by namlll<J her "perfMmer" - ()nly I() find IhaJ i l is Ihey th" J are 
o,ost&ge And she beglll' to clap 

(Click! 

Archiva l Photographs of No, that's not it, .. at all (Youngleson 2009) 
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Stellenbosch 

Town 

P. 2009. Exile. Performed in the 
of the the Festival. 

to Performance Piece on 

P. 2007. wAnder/and. Performed in the H.B. Thom Theatre on the nl\"~r",,.nl of 

Stellenbosch 

Performed in the Women's Public Toilets on 

Performed in various rooms in the Rosedale 

that's not it .. at all. Performed in the Arena Theatre on 

P. 2009. Bokkie III. Performed at Kink Bar and Salon 91 Kloot 
Town as of Lourens Joubert's Abdication exhibition. 
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